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Current Activities and Future Focus

Partnership with TAPPI

The Board of Directors has chosen TAPPI to provide executive director services for PPSA. This is an exciting development for both groups. The agreement with TAPPI provides PPSA access to significant professional resources to support our organizational objectives including:

- Delivering an annual professional safety conference which provides value to our members and vendors.
- Partnering with key trade associations to provide:
  - Safety- technical expertise within the forest products industry and to PPSA members.
  - A network of health & safety professionals to benchmark with and share best practices.
  - Accurate and timely statistical data for company and member comparisons.
- Providing:
  - A mechanism for timely sharing of incident learning’s and industry best practices to promote injury-free workplaces.
  - Safety and regulatory updates which identify critical issues and opportunities for our industry.
  - Comments as appropriate on pending OSHA regulatory changes which will impact our industry.
  - Training seminars covering topics of interest to our members.
  - Opportunities for members to interface with vendors who provide quality products and new to market services for our industry.
  - A web site which provides a focal point for PPSA information.
  - The ability for members to connect with each other beyond attending the yearly conference (watch for additional information on this topic!)
- Executive support for the PPSA Board of Directors
  - With day to day task being administered by TAPPI, the PPSA Board of Directors will be able to focus even more attention on members and their relationships with PPSA.
  - PPSA will remain a completely independent association and is not a part of TAPPI. However, aided by TAPPI’s reach PPSA can benefit from regular inclusion in TAPPI’s publications such as Paper 360(degree) which is distributed in both print and electronic form to 40,000 people.
We’re proud of this partnership and the partnerships we have with other associations in our industry. It’s often said, but it remains true – together we can achieve more. This win-win arrangement will allow PPSA to add new products and enhance member value, increase our reach, and most importantly continue to provide the leadership that helps the industry return home safely.

**Change in Chairperson**

Marty Barfield the 2012/13 Chairman of the Board of Directors has accepted a challenging new position within his company DOMTAR - Mill manager of the Plymouth N.C. Fine Paper mill. As a result he has to forego his role of Chairman. Board members would like to recognize Marty for his contributions to the PPSA over the years and wish him well in his new endeavors. I will act as interim chairman until June of 2013.

**2013 Conference**

Planning is underway for the 70th Annual PPSA Safety & Health Conference being held at the Williamsburg Lodge in historic colonial Williamsburg, VA, June 9 -12, 2013. Book the dates on your calendar now, the theme for the conference will be "The Human Element of Safety”. More details on the conference programming will be provided shortly.

**Training Seminars.**

**PPSA/TAPPI Safety Management Course Completed**

On August 15 and 16, the PPSA and TAPPI collaborated to present a two day Safety Management Course in Atlanta, GA. The initial class had 24 class participants and, based on class participant critiques, was a huge success. Seven PPSA/TAPPI member companies made up the 24 class attendees. One class participant remarked…'this is the best safety fundamentals course I have ever attended’. Another advised ‘this would be a great course for all of our front line supervisors’. The course instructors included senior safety professionals from RockTenn and Weyerhaeuser as well as Thomas Evans, President of Training Logic, Inc. of Ruston, LA. Course chairman Matthew Kanneberg of RockTenn shared a few comments…‘this collaboration was a huge success and thanks to great feedback, we will make the next session even better’. We plan on a second class offered in Atlanta within the first quarter of 2013. It will continue to be advertised as a safety management fundamentals course with target audience of management, front line supervisors and entry level safety and health professionals.

**General Chairperson – PPSA, Chris Redfearn.**
Significant Near Miss Involving a Fiberglass Extension Ladder

Ladder Inspections - Why they are so Important

Two roofing technicians were going on to a flat roof to perform an inspection and repair. The first technician set up a 30 foot extension ladder to access the roof. The ladder was a Type IA Fiberglass ladder rated for a load capacity of 300 pounds. The technician weighed approximately 160 pounds. The ladder had been inspected and was less than 2 months old. The ladder had not been damaged or subjected to any harsh conditions.

As the technician was climbing the ladder he felt the ladder start to give from underneath him. He was able to reach and hold on to the roof edge as the ladder collapsed. The second technician was able to get another ladder from their service truck, set the ladder up and get the first technician down safely without incident.

Ladder collapsed – worker was able to grab on to the leading edge of the building
The lower section of the ladder failed.
Investigation
All fiberglass ladders were immediately brought in from the field and closely examined for any possible defects or damage. The company found that on approximately 20% of their fiberglass extension ladders there were very small cracks in the fiberglass on the siderails immediately next to the rungs of some ladders.

![Image of a ladder with small cracks indicated]
In addition to the small cracks in the fiberglass in some areas the fiberglass material had split.

**Follow-up**
The small cracks found in the siderails of the extension ladders were not noted to be in any pattern along the siderail. The cracks and splits in the fiberglass were found to be immediately next to the rungs on the outside portion of the siderail.

Currently it is believed the fiberglass may have been damaged or fatigued during the manufacturing process when the rungs were crimped into the siderail of the ladder.

**Recommendations**
The small cracks around the rungs are not easily detected by a quick visual inspection. Workers need to ‘feel’ with their finger tips for any raised spots in the fiberglass and remove any debris along the side rails in the areas where the rungs are crimped to check for small cracks or splits. The cracks were not found in any pattern or specific location on all the ladders inspected. It is important to inspect each rung on both the exterior and interior side of the siderail for any signs of cracks or splits in the fiberglass.

Any fiberglass ladder with these small cracks should be removed from service.
**SAFETY NEWS FLASH**

**Status:** Recordable Injury  
**Incident Type:** Recordable Injury / Metal Chip imbedded over left eye  
**What Happened:**

The Section Crew was replacing a switch point on 7 Yard and had cut off the heads of the bolts on the heel cast. The bolts were about 10" long. One employee was holding a thumb saver on the end of the bolt, while the injured employee struck the thumb saver to knock out the bolt from the heel cast. When he struck the thumb saver, a chip broke off from his maul and flew up, striking him above the left eyebrow. The chip became imbedded and had to be surgically removed at the local hospital.

All employees were wearing proper PPE.

**Follow-up:**

Safety Stand Down Meeting held that day.  
Purchased a new hammer as a thumb saver with a rubber cover on the head to prevent chipping hazard. Will also purchase new dead blow maul. All thumb saver hammers will be replaced with the new style, and after testing the dead blow maul, a new SOP will be developed identifying the proper tool to use for driving out bolts.
Possible cause shows chip in face of hammer after investigation.

Metal piece removed from employee matching chip in hammer.

New thumb saver hammer with protective chip cap.

New dead blow maul.
PRODUCT RECALL / STOP USE NOTICE

3M™ Series Self Retracting Lanyards

AFFECTED MODELS IDENTIFIED ON PAGE 2

Affects a Selection of Products with a Manufactured Date Range of
November 01, 2011 to June 25, 2012

July 12, 2012

Dear 3M Customer:

3M is recalling a selection of the THOR family of Self-Retracting Lanyards units manufactured by IKAR from November 01, 2011 to June 25, 2012 (M-, RLD- and 205G- Series) as result of concerns with the brake pad material found in this family of retractable lanyards.

3M was recently informed by IKAR GmbH, that their supplier of the brake pad material used in a selection of the THOR family of 3M Self-Retracting Lanyards had experienced a process quality issue in the manufacture of the brake pads that could potentially affect the performance of those units. Specifically, the affected units may fail to properly arrest a fall, and ultimately, in a small number of instances, lead to the total disengagement of the lifeline assembly from the drum and housing assembly.

IKAR, in conjunction with the supplier of the brake pad, has determined that a relatively small number of defective brake pads may have been received by IKAR and used in a selection of cabled self-retracting lanyard units manufactured by IKAR from November 01, 2011 to June 25, 2012. See the list of affected product numbers in the table on page 2. Additionally, IKAR has advised 3M that this brake pad material is also present in competitive products that IKAR produces and distributes globally. IKAR has confirmed notification of all appropriate distributors that may have purchased equipment demonstrating this potential issue.

Given the extreme applications requiring the use of this equipment, and the high expectations that 3M has for the performance of these products, 3M and IKAR have concluded that an involuntary recall is required to recover potentially affected product from the field.

Users of the affected models listed in the table should stop using the product immediately.

We request that the following steps be implemented by your company:

1. Immediately stop use and quarantine all inventory of affected products identified on page 2 of this document.

2. Return all affected units directly to the 3M Fall Protection Product Distributor where you purchased the affected units.

Upon distributor confirmation of model number, manufacture date range and serial numbers to 3M that the units returned are affected by this recovery notice, 3M will priority ship a new replacement unit of equal or greater value at no charge.

3M remains committed to providing quality products and services to our customers. We apologize for any inconvenience that this situation may cause you.
Thank you for your continued support and use of 3M products and services.

Robert Weber  
Global Quality and  
Regulatory Manager

Jack Cardwell  
US Sales and Marketing Director

**AFFECTED PRODUCT MODEL NUMBERS**

**Manufacture Date Range on Products November 01, 2011 to June 25, 2012**

Recall affects only a certain number of products manufactured between this date range, please contact Bobbie Klutz 704-743-2401 at 3M for information on the specific serial numbers being recalled from products within this date range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERIES</th>
<th>UPC No.</th>
<th>3M Stock No.</th>
<th>Product No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M Series</td>
<td>10078371003521</td>
<td>70071527074</td>
<td>M-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371003552</td>
<td>70071527108</td>
<td>M-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371631243</td>
<td>70071605573</td>
<td>M-20NIH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371003590</td>
<td>70071527157</td>
<td>M-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371010062</td>
<td>70071527173</td>
<td>M-30NIH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371003606</td>
<td>70071527199</td>
<td>M-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371009103</td>
<td>70071527306</td>
<td>M-40NIH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371003620</td>
<td>70071527314</td>
<td>M-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371009110</td>
<td>70071527322</td>
<td>M-50NIH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371003644</td>
<td>70071527348</td>
<td>M-75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371003415</td>
<td>70071526944</td>
<td>M-160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371003439</td>
<td>70071526969</td>
<td>M-130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLD Series</td>
<td>10078371642423</td>
<td>70071527595</td>
<td>RLD-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371008274</td>
<td>70071527587</td>
<td>RLD-10-0241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371013568</td>
<td>70071527811</td>
<td>RLD-10S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371003736</td>
<td>70071527629</td>
<td>RLD-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371010277</td>
<td>70071527637</td>
<td>RLD-20NIH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371003750</td>
<td>70071527652</td>
<td>RLD-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371010284</td>
<td>70071527660</td>
<td>RLD-30NIH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371003767</td>
<td>70071527678</td>
<td>RLD-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371003774</td>
<td>70071527696</td>
<td>RLD-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371003781</td>
<td>70071527694</td>
<td>RLD-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrieval Devices</td>
<td>10078371002210</td>
<td>70071525292</td>
<td>205G-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371652958</td>
<td>70071611787</td>
<td>205G-50SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371002227</td>
<td>70071525300</td>
<td>205G-75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371652965</td>
<td>70071611795</td>
<td>205G-75-SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371002203</td>
<td>70071525284</td>
<td>205G-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10078371652972</td>
<td>70071611803</td>
<td>205G-100-SS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SAMPLE LABEL DATA

Self Retracting Lanyard
Model#: M-40
3M ID: 7003762106
Serial#: 604253
Length: 40 Ft
Date of Mfg: 07/02/12
Weight: 12.9 Lbs

SRL UNIT RECALL RETURN SHIPMENT FORM
Manufacture Date Range on Products November 01, 2011 to June 25, 2012

THIS FULLY COMPLETED DOCUMENT MUST BE INCLUDED WITH EACH RETURN SHIPMENT IN ORDER FOR PROCESSING

PLEASE SHIP ALL SRL UNIT RETURNS VIA UPS GROUND SHIPPING
ACCOUNT NUMBER: 0553WV

Date SRL Units Were Returned to 3M: ___________________________________________________________________

Distributor Information
Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: __________________________________________________________________________________________

Customer Information
Name: _________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: __________________________________________________________________________________________

Product Information
Quantity Shipped: ________ Model Numbers: __________________________________________________________________________
Serial Numbers: ___________________________________________________________________________________

Please use reverse side of this page to record additional quantities, models and serial numbers.

SHIP THIS FULLY COMPLETED FORM AND ALL 3M SRL AFFECTED UNDER RECALLED PRODUCTS TO:

3M COMPANY
ATTN: Bobbie Kluttz – SRL Product Recall
4451 Raceway Drive South West
Concord, NC 28027
Here is a Safety Alert from one of our members.

SAFETY BULLETIN

Subject: Faulty Safety Harness

There has been significant defect found in a Miller safety harness in the industry. The webbing is improperly laced behind the plastic piece that holds the back “D” ring. These harnesses were manufactured on June 6, 2012.

ACTIONS REQUIRED:

1. ALL WORKERS USING SAFETY HARNESSSES MUST VERIFY THEY ARE CONFIGURED CORRECTLY (use photo below as a reference).

2. If any defective harnesses are found return them to the tool crib and notify your supervisor.

CORRECT

INcorrect

D-ring is behind the webbing

D-ring is only held by the plastic
PPSA learned of this incident recently, which is one that our members may not know about.

**Construction Incident**

**Date:** April 1, 2009 @ 2:15 PM

**Description of Incident:** An ironworker while installing a diagonal cross member of iron was thrown from his SkyJack scissor lift (Model #3226) when the lift he was working on was blown over by a strong gust of wind. The work location was 32’ high with the lift height at approximately 25 high (full extension is 26’). The incident occurred just as the Ironworker was going to install his initial bolt connections at the work location. At that moment, according to all witnesses and the post incident investigation, a strong gust of wind came through knocking over the lift. The Ironworker was thrown over the lift’s backside guardrail and fell along side the lift with both the Ironworker and lift striking a grouted masonry wall 15’ below the work location.

**Injuries:** Broken ribs (3), deflated lung, elbow lacerations, liver contusion - (LOST TIME). The employee was released from the hospital on April 3, 2009.

**Key Point Summary**

- The subcontractor told the equipment rental company that it needed two scissor lifts to reach approximately 25 feet and that they needed to be used for outside steel erection on an elevated slab with load restrictions. The equipment rental company delivered two SkyJack scissor lifts (Model #3226) to the work area and trained the workers on use of the lift.
- SkyJack’s Technical Support Department was contacted as part of the investigation. Their representative indicated that the SkyJack scissor lift (Model #3226) is a narrow based lift and built for indoor use only. The maximum wind load for this lift is zero.
- The ironworker was using proper personal fall protection (harness and lanyard) and was secured to the manufacturer’s attachment point in the lift. As a result, he was left hanging from his lanyard and harness on the outside of the wall never striking the ground. His co-workers cut him out of the harness.
- No apparent mechanical failures occurred with the scissor lift.
- According to Weather Underground at Metro Airport at the time of the incident, wind conditions were steady at 23 MPH with gusts to 37 MPH.
- The Walbridge required plans for this operation were in place for the work being performed; both operators were aerial lift trained; 100% fall protection was being used; Crane Action Plan was in place; and Pre-Task Analysis was completed.

**Key Learning Points**

- The wrong scissor lift for the tasks being performed was provided by the equipment rental company.
- The maximum wind load information for aerial lifts is located on the serial number plate on the lift. This needs to be checked on all lifts before they are put into use on the project.
- Outdoor aerial lifts generally have a maximum wind speed rating of 28 MPH on the Serial Number Plate. **This information is not referenced in the Equipment’s Owner manual.** The owner manual references “Do Not raise your platform in gusty or windy conditions.”
- All Walbridge projects require the use of 100% tie off when operating any aerial lift. Based on the circumstances of this incident, the employee would have struck the ground if he wasn’t tied off to the proper attachment point using a harness and shock absorbing lanyard. All devise were removed from service.
- It’s important to have an Emergency Response and Crisis Management Plan in place to help assist in a smooth response. The EMS arrived at the project within 5 minutes of the 911 call. As Part of the Emergency Response Plan and Crisis Management Plan, the Corporate Safety Department must be notified ASAP.
OSHA Addresses Fall Hazards

Assistant Secretary Dr. David Michaels addresses National Safety Council annual conference, discusses fatal falls

At this year’s National Safety Council annual conference in Orlando, Fla., on October 23, Dr. Michaels delivered a keynote address in which he praised employers who have comprehensive injury and illness prevention programs, outlined current OSHA initiatives and presented promising new data about reduced fatalities from falls in residential construction.

Dr. Michaels was joined onstage at NSC by John Howard, director of the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, to discuss the two agencies’ joint efforts to prevent fatal falls through their national fall prevention campaign.

Updated training and educational resources available from OSHA’s Fall Prevention Campaign website

Plan. Provide. Train. These three simple steps can prevent falls and save lives. OSHA’s fall prevention campaign website provides several training resources and educational resources to assist workers and employers in preventing falls from ladders, scaffolds and roofs. These pages have been updated with additional materials from OSHA’s campaign partners, including new Spanish-language resources on ladders and other equipment.

To order these or any of OSHA’s fall prevention materials, call OSHA’s Office of Communications at 202-693-1999 or visit OSHA’s Publications page.
GLOBALLY HARMONIZED SYSTEM OF CLASSIFICATION AND LABELING OF CHEMICALS (GHS)

By Tom Campbell, Global Portfolio Manager – Safety & Compliance, Brady Corporation

Last updated: July 2011
Introduction: Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling of Chemicals (GHS)

The GHS, or Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling of Chemicals, grew out of a 1992 United Nations environmental conference and was formalized in 2003. The GHS aims to harmonize the way nations classify and label their hazardous chemicals across the globe.

In the United States, the GHS’s goals are in the process of being incorporated into the Occupational Safety and Health Administration’s (OSHA) Hazard Communication Standard (HCS; CFR 1910.1200). The HCS covers more than 945,000 hazardous chemicals in 7 million U.S. work sites; the revisions will have a sweeping effect, most specifically on the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) and warning labels that come with the purchase and use of most chemicals. These MSDS, to be referred to as SDS’s in the future, and labels give workers the “right to know” about chemical hazards they are exposed to, along with instructions for care in handling and for post-accident responses.

The GHS calls for standardized (new) formats and information requirements for the data sheets and for the employment of more universal pictograms to convey important messages in multilingual environments. These revisions most directly affect the manufacturers and distributors of chemical products, but they also place new requirements on employers for effective workplace policies and retraining of personnel to learn the new standards.

What is the GHS?

The GHS is a system for standardizing and harmonizing the classification and labeling of chemicals. It is a logical and comprehensive approach to:

- Defining health, physical and environmental hazards of chemicals;
- Creating classification processes that use available data on chemicals for comparison with the defined hazard criteria; and
- Communicating hazard information, as well as protective measures, on labels and Safety Data Sheets (SDS).

The GHS itself is not a regulation or standard. The United Nation’s GHS Document (referred to as “The Purple Book”) establishes agreed-hazard classification and communication provisions with explanatory information on how to apply the system. The elements in the GHS supply a mechanism to meet the basic requirement of any hazard communication system, which is to decide if the chemical product produced and/or supplied is hazardous and to prepare a label and/or Safety Data Sheet as appropriate.

Regulatory authorities, such as OSHA, in countries adopting the GHS thus have the ability to take the agreed criteria and provisions and implement them through their own regulatory process and procedures, rather than simply incorporating the text of the GHS into their national requirements.

Why is the GHS needed?

The production and use of chemicals is fundamental to all economies. The global chemical business is more than a $1.7 trillion per year enterprise. In the U.S., chemicals are more than a $450 billion business and exports are greater than $80 billion per year.

The sound management of chemicals should include systems through which chemical hazards are identified and communicated to all who are potentially exposed. These groups include workers, consumers, emergency responders and the public. It is important to know what chemicals are present and/or used their hazards to human health and the environment, and the means to control them.

Before GHS, many countries already had regulatory systems in place for these types of requirements. These systems may have been similar in content and approach, but their differences were significant enough to require multiple classifications, labels and safety data sheets for the same product when marketed in different countries or even in the same country when parts of the life cycle are covered by different regulatory authorities. This led to inconsistent protection for those potentially exposed to the chemicals and created extensive regulatory burdens on companies producing chemicals.
The International Mandate

The single most important force that drove the creation of the GHS was the international mandate adopted by the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), often called the “Earth Summit.” The harmonization of classification and labeling of chemicals was one of six program areas that were endorsed by the United Nations General Assembly to strengthen international efforts concerning the environmentally sound management of chemicals.

Benefits of the GHS

There are significant benefits associated with the implementation of a globally harmonized approach to hazard communication. Countries, international organizations, chemical producers and users of chemicals will all benefit.

First and foremost, implementation of the GHS enhances protection of people and the natural environment where potential exposure to chemicals exists. While some countries already have the benefits of protection under existing systems, the majority of countries do not have such comprehensive approaches. Thus, implementation of the GHS provides these countries with the important protections that result from dissemination of information about chemical hazards and protective measures.

In the U.S., the adoption of the GHS improves and builds on protections OSHA already has with its Hazard Communication Standard. Refinement of the information provided will help to improve comprehensibility and thus make it more likely that the information results in workplace changes to protect employees. As has already been noted, the majority of affected employers and employees will benefit from incorporation of the primary GHS elements. They’ll receive better, more standardized and consistent information about chemicals in their workplaces.

Secondly, the GHS facilitates international trade in chemicals. It reduces the burdens of having to comply with differing requirements for the same product, and it gives companies more opportunity for international trade. This is particularly important for small producers who may have previously avoided international trade because they did not have the compliance resources required to address the extensive regulatory requirements for classification and labeling of chemicals.

Third, one of the initial reasons this system was pursued internationally involved concerns about animal welfare and the proliferation of requirements for animal testing and evaluation. Where existing systems have different definitions of hazards, it often results in duplicative testing to produce data related to the varying levels of toxicity or cut-offs used to define the hazards in the different systems. The GHS reduces this duplicative testing. (It should be noted that OSHA has no testing requirements. The HCS is based on collecting and evaluating the best available evidence on the hazards of each chemical.) In all countries, there is a need to acquire sufficient information to properly handle the chemical when it is imported from other countries. Thus having a coordinated and harmonized approach to the development and dissemination of information about chemicals is mutually beneficial to both importing and exporting countries.

The GHS benefits for U.S. producers

In the U.S., the four primary regulatory agencies (OSHA, EPA, CPSC, and DOT) that are responsible for GHS implementation are not domestically harmonized in terms of definitions of hazards and other requirements related to classification and labeling of chemicals. Since most chemicals are produced in a workplace and shipped elsewhere, every manufacturer deals with at least two of the U.S. systems. As such, every producer is likely to experience some benefits from domestic harmonization of GHS, in addition to the benefits that will accrue to producers involved in international trade.

OSHA believes that adoption of the GHS also addresses some of the issues that have been discussed in the U.S. regarding the HCS and its implementation, such as improving labels and SDS comprehensibility through implementation of a standardized approach. Having the information provided in the same words and pictograms on labels, as well as having a standardized order of information on SDSs, helps all users identify the critical information necessary to protect employees.

Scope of the GHS

The GHS covers chemicals in various stages of their life cycle, from production to disposal. It is based primarily on the hazards of chemicals. The GHS is designed to allow regulatory authorities to choose provisions that are appropriate to their particular scope of regulation. This is referred to as the “building block approach.” The GHS includes all of the building blocks or possible regulatory components that might be needed for classification and labeling requirements in the workplace as well as for regulation of classification and labeling of pesticides, chemicals in transport, and consumer products.
The building block approach may also be applied in other ways when deciding which parts of the system to adopt. For example, the GHS includes classification criteria, labels, and SDSs. While workplace authorities like OSHA adopt all of these elements, it is expected that consumer product authorities will not have SDS requirements, nor will transport authorities.

The building block approach may also be applied to the criteria for defining hazards. For example, the acute toxicity criteria are much broader than those in the original HCS for workplace exposures. This is to provide consumer product authorities the tools they need to address the protection of children who might accidentally be exposed. Conversely, OSHA may not need to adopt all of the categories of acute toxicity in order to protect employees from the types of exposures they have.

In addition to the building block approach, the GHS also contains a number of areas that are left to the competent authority to determine how to apply the provision. Where OSHA is the competent authority, i.e., in terms of workplace protections in the U.S., the agency expects to maintain its current approaches in terms of interpretations and accommodations regarding application.

Overall, the scope of the GHS with regard to chemicals covered, as well as types of chemicals and workplaces that are covered, is very similar to the HCS. The HCS has a very broad scope of coverage, ensuring that information is provided on all potential hazards in American workplaces. Adoption of the GHS maintains this broad coverage of hazards and chemicals. It should be noted that the GHS, like the HCS, does not require any new testing of chemicals. Evaluations of chemical hazards are to be based on the best available evidence.

The Biggest Difference between HCS and GHS

The original HCS requirements for labels simply indicated the minimal information required to be on them. At the time the standard was published, OSHA reviewed the current industry consensus standards for labels, and focused on requiring information that was not generally present on most labels in use by the industry. The additional information included an identity that could be traced to more detailed information, and specific information about both the health and physical hazards. Other types of information such as precautionary statements were not included in the requirements.

This performance-oriented approach was strongly supported by the chemical industry at the time the standard was adopted. It allowed existing labels to continue to be used in many situations, thus minimizing the impact on a number of producers.

However, an ultimate outcome has been that various supplier / organizational labels are not consistent and may not communicate adequately to users. While some producers follow voluntary industry consensus standards, others do not. Many large companies have developed their own libraries of phrases to be used on labels and safety data sheets, and undertaken translation of them into multiple languages. This is a considerable burden for a company to develop and maintain.

Other major existing systems considered in the harmonization process included specific label phrases to convey hazards and other information. Symbols and pictograms were also part of these systems. For purposes of developing an agreed upon harmonized approach, it was necessary to consider including such elements in the GHS.

For each class and category of hazard under the GHS, there is a harmonized hazard statement, a signal word, and a pictogram specified. This is referred to as the core information for a chemical. Thus, once an employer classifies a chemical, the GHS provides for the specific core information to convey to users on that chemical. There are provisions to allow supplementary information as well so the chemical manufacturer is not limited to the specified core information. This addresses product liability concerns for U.S. employers and ensures they can include other information they consider to be necessary for that purpose.

Precautionary statements are also provided as examples in the GHS, but they have not yet been agreed upon and harmonized. This is expected to occur in the future as work on the system continues. These and several similar labeling provisions or exceptions will likely be the biggest difference between the updated HCS and the GHS.

There are a number of benefits to this standardized approach. First, employers and employees are given the same information on a chemical regardless of the supplier. This consistency improves communication of the hazards. It also improves communication for those who are not functionally literate, or who are not literate in the language written on the label. Literacy of both types is a significant concern in American workplaces.

Secondly, having the core information developed already, translated into multiple languages, and readily available to whoever wishes to access it eliminates the burden of chemical manufacturers and importers developing and maintaining their own such systems. Thus, the specification approach should be beneficial both to the producers and the users of chemicals.
Specific Labeling Requirements

Under the HCS, the SDS (see samples above) is the detailed reference source on the chemical. While labels provide a quick snapshot to remind employers and employees of the hazards of the chemical, the SDS addresses all aspects of hazard information as well as methods for handling and use. The HCS specifies what information must be included on the SDS, but currently does not specify a format or order of information. Again, this approach was supported by producers to minimize the impact of the standard for those who already developed and disseminated (M) SDS’s.

Safety data sheets under the current HCS regulation are required to include:

- Identification of the chemical or hazardous ingredients of a mixture
- Physical and chemical characteristics
- Health hazards, including signs, symptoms, and medical conditions that could be aggravated by exposure
- The primary routes of entry
- The OSHA permissible exposure limit, ACGIH (American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists) Threshold Limit Value, and any other recommended exposure limits
- Whether the chemical is considered to be a carcinogen by OSHA, the International Agency for Research on Cancer, or the National Toxicology Program
- Precautions for safe handling and use
- Control measures
- Emergency and first aid procedures
- Date of preparation of the safety data sheet
- Contact information for the responsible party

Users of chemicals have always preferred a standardized approach. Many believe that having the information in the same place on every data sheet allows them to access it more effectively. OSHA published a request for information regarding ways to improve the information provided under the HCS (55 FR 20580; May 17, 1990), and received approximately 600 comments in response. The majority of the responses were in favor of a standardized format or order of information.

As a result of the users’ expressed preferences, chemical manufacturers in the U.S. developed a voluntary industry consensus standard that included an order of information for safety data sheets (ANSI Z400.1). This approach was later adopted into international voluntary industry consensus standards as well.

The HCS allows any format to be used; so many producers have been following the consensus standard order of information for some years. In negotiating the GHS, it was decided that this format should be adopted there as well. One change was made, reversing the order of sections 2 and 3 so the hazard information appeared earlier in the sheet than information on chemical composition. Both the national and international industry consensus standards are being changed to be consistent with this approach.

The GHS data sheet is to include the following sixteen sections in this order:

- Identification
- Hazard identification
- Regulatory information
- First aid measures
- Firefighting measures
- Accidental release measures
- Handling and storage
- Exposure controls/personal protection
- Stability and reactivity
- Physical and chemical properties
- Toxicological information
- Ecological information
- Disposal considerations
- Transport information
- _Composition/information on ingredients
- Other
Having a standardized order of information improves comprehensibility, which has been a continuing issue with regard to safety data sheets. It makes it easier for chemical producers to comply by providing them with a template to follow. Using the industry consensus standards also minimizes the burden of preparing new safety data sheets since many chemical producers already use the format specified. While the GHS safety data sheet does not address exposure limits in the titles of the sections, guidance on what should be included indicates that occupational exposure limits would be addressed under the “exposure controls” section. Countries may choose what to require in these sections in terms of occupational exposure limits.

Under the auspices of the International Program on Chemical Safety (IPCS), a series of more than 1,300 international chemical safety cards has been developed and translated into 14 languages. These cards are developed and peer reviewed by participating institutions in a number of countries, including the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) in the U.S. The cards are similar to SDSs in terms of the information provided, but they are in a concise format of two pages. The cards are going to be updated to reflect the GHS criteria and hazard information. These may be found on NIOSH’s Web page at: http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/ipcs/nicstart.html.

OSHA also has a link to them on its hazard communication page. These cards are an excellent resource for many of the most common chemicals found in the workplace.

As mentioned earlier, there is information required on a GHS SDS that is outside OSHA’s jurisdiction to regulate, specifically sections twelve through fifteen. This includes environmental and transport information. OSHA does not intend to propose requiring it on safety data sheets, but will provide information about the provisions so chemical producers can include it if they wish to be completely consistent with the GHS. OSHA does not preclude such information being on a safety data sheet, but will not review or enforce the provisions of these four sections.

What to Keep In Mind with GHS

This personal guide is intended to help you understand and meet your obligations under OSHA’s evolving Hazard Communications Standard (HCS), which going forward will be adapted to harmonize with the GHS.

This important information for your knowledge and understanding about GHS was researched and compiled from Occupational Safety and Health Administration rules and regulations and from source materials on the GHS itself.

Most important features of the GHS to remember when you are addressing Hazardous Communications requirements and best practices are:

- The origins of the GHS and what its purpose is
- The International Mandate that informs OSHA’s HCS
- What the HCS is and what benefits it offers
- SDS and labeling requirements under the GHS
- Differences between the GHS and the HCS
- Examples of GHS labels and pictograms

For More Information:

To learn more about Hazard Communication and the GHS standard, visit www.BradyID.com/ghs.

- Webinars
- Whitepapers
- Frequently Asked Questions about GHS
- And more!

- Meet and make valuable safety contacts within Forest Products Industry
- Hear first hand from companies like yours with outstanding safety records
  - Find out what the latest OSHA activity and direction is
  - Learn new accident avoidance techniques
  - Learn about new industry specific training programs
- Find out what is on the cutting edge and currently available from safety suppliers
- Share in the accident experience of others in order to avoid the same at your location

Colonial Williamsburg: In 1699, the capital of Virginia colony moved to Williamsburg, a city that became the capital of Great Britain’s largest and richest colony. It was here that patriots such as Patrick Henry, Thomas Jefferson, and George Washington pursued lives of public service, and the idea of a free and independent country began. Today, in Virginia’s Historic Colonial Williamsburg Triangle, visitors walk along the path of freedom and linger in the footsteps of the ordinary men and women – black, white, and Native American; conquered, slave, and free – who created a new country.

Southern hospitality, famed golf and a stunningly beautiful location make Colonial Williamsburg the perfect location for the 2013 PPSA Annual Safety Conference. Additional information and registration materials for this year’s conference are available on the PPSA website www.pspa.org. Look for the early registration discount.
Emergency Response Services, Inc.
PO Box 680618 • Fort Payne, AL 35968
(256) 997-9087 • FAX: (256) 997-9041

SAVE LIVES.
SAVE MONEY.
SAVE JOBS.

- Structural & Incipient Fire Brigade
- Hazardous Materials Emergency Response
- Confined Space & High Angle Rescue
- Incident Command
- Oil Spill (SPCC)
- Standby Confined Space Rescue Teams
- Equipment Sales

Industrial Firefighting Training
Hazardous Materials Training
Confined Space Rescue Training
Finally –
An Effective Plug Valve Lockout!

Do-it-yourself no more.
With Brady’s new Plug Valve Lockout, you can easily secure manual plug valves to OSHA-compliant standards. Available in four sizes. The Plug Valve Lockout is an effective fit for any popular 1” to 6” diameter plug valves which represents 10% of the valves used in the industry.

To learn more about Brady’s complete line of Lockout/Tagout solutions, visit www.bradyid.com/lockout.

DOES YOUR FACILITY COMPLY WITH OSHA AND EPA REGULATIONS FOR A CLEAN, DRY, SAFE WORKPLACE?

Brady can work with you to audit walkways, production areas, storage areas, outside areas of your plant(s) and more!

Whether you’re protecting your employees or your equipment, Brady’s SPC absorbents help keep work areas clean and safe from virtually any spill, drip, leak or greasy build up. Depending upon the application and absorbents used, facilities may save anywhere from 5-15% on their annual absorbent purchase and disposal costs.

Contact Brady at 1-888-272-3946 to request an on-site Environmental Survey Audit performed at your facility.

For more information, visit: www.BradyID.com/spc
The early detection of smoke or fire, can make a **HUGE** difference

**FireVu**

Detect and Visual Verification of smoke and fire

- Video Surveillance
- Video Analytics
- Access Control
- Video Monitoring

**United Security Alliance, Inc.**
Specialist in Video Surveillance Systems
Nationwide Since 1985

[Website: www.usacctv.com] [Phone: (866) 620-0505]
C&R COMPLIANCE
Industrial Safety Specialists
www.crcompliance.com
678-882-6450
678-848-5836
Clint
Ronnie

Training

Shut Down Safety Services
American ERT has provided emergency response training for major industrial response teams both nationally and internationally for the past 19 years.

American ERT has representatives on many National Safety committees. This allows AERT to keep their clients up to date with regulations, standards and best practices.

www.americaneert.com

(865) 609-7020
Knoxville, TN St Thomas, USVI
Safety and Energy Savings Solutions
at your dock and door openings

Vehicle Restraints
The most effective way to prevent accidents caused by trailer separation and vertical or horizontal movement.

Smooth Transition Dock Levelers

Revolution Fans
An industrial ceiling fan that helps drive down energy costs while improving employee comfort.

Frommills Seals and Shelters
with the new PitMaster underleveler seal for maximum energy savings

Barrier Systems
Discover new cost-effective solutions to help keep your people safe and reduce equipment and product damage.

Rite-Hite Industrial FastTrax Doors
The safest, most efficient and most reliable high speed doors in the industry.

Contact Tim Kubly, Strategic Account Paper Specialist, VP
tkubly@ritehite.com  Mobile: 262-365-3507

RITE-HITE CORPORATION
8900 N Arbon Drive  *  Milwaukee, WI 53223  *  800-456-0600  *  www.ritehite.com
United Security Alliance, Inc.
Nationwide Since 1985
www.USACCTV.com

United Security Alliance, Inc., now a Rite-Hite Company has over 27 years of experience in the engineering, deployment, service and support of technology based - enterprise solutions such as IP Video and Access Control to meet today’s ever growing demands for safety, security and productivity.

USA offers the very best in technology based solutions.

Our Technology Includes:
- Megapixel IP Video Systems
- Video Integrated Logistics Systems
- Video Based Smoke and Fire Detection
- Remote Video Monitoring Services
- IP Based Access Control Systems
- Environmental Monitoring and Data Logging
- Real Time GPS Fleet Vehicle Tracking

Dan Quarles - Sales V.P.
dquarles@ritehite.com
(727)-644-2258

RITE•HITE®
ALWAYS LOOKING AHEAD
**Eye on Ergonomics**

**To Protect Your Shoulder, Follow These Principles**

**Safe**

- **Keep your elbows at your sides or in front of you.**
  - Forces are minimized on the shoulder when you perform work with your elbows resting by your side.
  - If you must work with your elbows away from your sides, keep your elbows in front of you (do not flap your elbows like a chicken when doing repetitive work).

- **Keep your elbows below shoulder height.**
  - Blood flow is restricted and joint wear and tear dramatically increase when your elbows are maintained over shoulder height.
  - Mechanically, the major push/pull muscles are unable to help very much when the arms are overhead and the rotator cuff works overtime. The only strong movement is to pull down toward the body.

- **Keep loads close to the body.**
  - Remember, the upper arm is a weight and a lever.
  - Holding a weight away from the body creates added force on the shoulder through weight multiplied by the distance.
  - The load on the shoulder increases dramatically the further out the weight is held.

---

**At Risk**

This worker is unsteady with his feet on different rungs making it difficult to stabilize with his abdominals. His shoulder isn't used with his arm turned in and elbow above shoulder height while producing an upward movement.

Copyright 1999 **ERGO RISK** Management Group Inc.
For additional tips and information on Industrial Toolbox Talks click on the following link: Take Responsibility (http://ergorisk.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=category&sectionid=1&id=26&Itemid=54)

Information brought to you by David Coates
ErgoRisk Management Group

Excellence | Growth | Durability | Passion

Disclaimer: Materials for this publication were developed to support the sharing of information on the identification and control of hazards in the paper, converting and recycling industry. The materials are not comprehensive, are not intended to provide specific advice on particular equipment or processes and are not intended to be a substitute for a comprehensive approach based on sound design, installation, maintenance, operating, and training practices. These materials should not be relied upon to achieve compliance with any laws or other requirements. PPSA and its members and other contributors to these materials do not assume any responsibility for the user's compliance with applicable laws or other requirements, nor for any persons relying on the information contained in these materials.
The Pulp & Paper Safety Association operates as a non-profit forest products industry association dedicated solely to safety. A key goal of the association is to provide our membership services at a minimal cost. The current low cost of PPSA membership and safety services is made possible by substantial monetary sponsorship from companies and vendors. These vital PPSA sponsors are recognized on the follow pages.

We’d like to thank the following for participation and partnership with the Pulp and Paper Safety Association!
SAC Environmental, Inc.
SAC Environmental is the national leader in asbestos material surveying and tracking. SAC Environmental has been serving the pulp and paper mill industry nationwide for 24 years.

SAC Environmental, Inc
Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida 32082
(904) 285-5400
Company Sponsors:

Green Bay Packaging, Inc.

The George Kress Foundation Inc.

Temple-Inland

Weyerhaeuser

RockTenn
Gold Level Sponsors:

PPSA member benefits include a **10% discount** on all Summit Training purchased through the PPSA web site! Visit PPSA on the web at [www.ppsa.org](http://www.ppsa.org) to save!
Bronze Level Sponsors:

- **HCI**
  
  National Mobile Health Programs
  
  National provider of mobile health testing programs and complete database management. Services include Audiometric, Pulmonary Function (PFT), Respiratory Fit Testing both Qualitative & Quantitative, Respirator Medical Clearance, Vision Screens, & IH Monitoring.

- **ISN**
  
  ISN collects and verifies safety, procurement, quality and regulatory information from more than 25,000 contractors and suppliers. We then provide secure access to these qualified contractors and suppliers to more than 150 organizations around the globe.

- **Abbott Field Industrial Training, Inc.**
  
  Contractor Safety Orientation
  
  Employee OSHA Topics
  
  10157 SW Barbur Blvd, Suite 200-C
  
  Portland, OR 97219-5910
  
  Phone: (503) 244-0183
  
  Fax: (503) 244-0324
  
  marketing@abbottfield.com
  
  www.abbottfield.com

- **Appleton RollMover™**
  
  Performance, Safety and Support
  
  Appleton RollMover™
  
  Appleton Core Cutter’s
  
  www.appletonmfq.com / 800-531-2002

- **AEC**
  
  Applied Environmental Consulting
  
  Radiation Protection Training
  
  (352) 215-1231 State of Florida Approved
  
  questions@aec-radiation.com
  
  Fax: (904) 461-1327
  
  www.aec-radiation.com

- **Frommelt®**
  
  Safety Products
  
  Frommelt Safety Products provides solutions to help improve the safety of your facility.
  
  Machine Guards  Retractable Safety Curtains
  
  Fume Extractors  Perimeter Fencing
  
  Industrial Safety Products
  
  Toll Free (800) 553-5560  Fax: (583) 589-2776
  
  www.frommeltsafety.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bronze Level Sponsors Cont’d:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MILLIKEN PERFORMANCE SOLUTIONS®</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAFETEC</strong> - Sustainable Chemical &amp; Regulatory Compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROSS</strong> - Consider it DONE!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PULP & PAPER SAFETY ASSOCIATION’S
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

OFFICERS:

General Chairman
Chris Redfearn
Weyerhaeuser
33810 Weyerhaeuser Way
South EC2-2A5
Federal Way, WA 98063-9777
253-924-5887
chris.redfearn@weyerhaeuser.com

1st Vice Chairman
Matt Saxe
Boise Inc.
1111 W. Jefferson Street
Boise, ID 83702
208-384-7148
MattSaxe@BoiseInc.com

2nd Vice Chairman
Matthew Kanneberg
RockTenn
504 Thrasher Street
Norcross, GA 30071
678-291-7925
mkanneberg@rocktenn.com

Secretary/Treasurer
John Sunderland
Buckeye Technologies
One Buckeye Drive
Perry, FL 32348
850-584-1569
John_sunderland@bkitech.com

Ex-Officio
Peter Masias
Green Bay Packaging, Inc.
P.O. Box 19017
Green Bay, WI 54307
920-433-5133
pmasias@gbp.com

DIRECTORS:

Ed Corlew
Mohawk Fine Papers, Inc.
465 Saratoga Street
Cohoes, NY 12047
518-233-6279
Corlewe@mohawkpaper.com

Monty Batchelor
Domtar
P.O. Box 678
Bennettsville, SC 29512
843-479-0200
monty.batchelor@domtar.com

John DeVeau
RockTenn
125 Depot Rd
Uncasville, CT
860-639-2307
jdeveau@rocktenn.com

Dan Quarles
Rite-Hite Corporation
234 Snell Isle Blvd. NE
727-644-2258
dquarles@ritehite.com

Shawn Powell
Brady National Accounts
1813 Beekman Street
843-259-0975
shawn_powell@bradycorp.com

John Williams
International Paper
6400 Poplar Avenue
901-419-4424
john.williams1@ipaper.com
About our Organization

Membership Information

Membership in the Association is by operating facility, such as a paper mill, box plant, sawmill, woodlands, etc. Approximately 380 operating facilities are currently members. Annual Membership is based on employee numbers. 1-50 employees is $100, 51-100 employees is $150, 101-200 employees is $200, 201-500 is $250 and 501 and up is $300. Vendors are $275

Membership in the Association has many advantages:

- Participation in the Annual Health and Safety Conference and service as a member of the Board of Directors provides an opportunity for personal and professional growth.
- The Pulp and Paper Safety Association is the ONLY national organization exclusively concerned with accident prevention in the forest product industry.
- The annual Conference provides great face-to-face networking opportunities.
- The Quarterly Report provides a way of bench-marking your own performance with others in similar operations.
- The Awards program provides a prestigious form of recognition to outstanding short-term and long-term safety performance by operating categories.
- The Association is an excellent forum for keeping up with latest OSHA standards.
- In-depth information on specific subjects is increasingly available at regional seminars. The cost of these seminars is minimized by virtue of holding them on a regional basis.
- The annual conference provides a fine external motivational boost to hourly Safety Committee members as recognition for their active participation in your safety program.
- The cost of membership is the lowest of any association to our knowledge.
- The attendance of vendors at our annual conference allows safety people to keep up with the latest safety equipment, tools and training.

Visit our website to complete the Application / Renewal Form